Abstract—Automatic parallelizing compilers are often constrained in their transformations because they must conservatism- tively respect data dependences within the program. Developers, on the other hand, often take advantage of domain-specific knowledge to apply transformations that modify data dependences but respect the application’s semantics. This creates a semantic gap between the parallelism extracted automatically by compilers and manually by developers. Although prior work has proposed programming language extensions to close this semantic gap, their relative contribution is unclear and it is uncertain whether compilers can actually achieve the same performance as manually parallelized code when using them. We quantify this semantic gap in a set of sequential and parallel programs and leverage these existing programming-language extensions to empirically measure the impact of closing it for an automatic parallelizing compiler. This lets us achieve an average speedup of 12.6× on an Intel-based 28-core machine, matching the speedup obtained by the manually parallelized code. Further, we apply these extensions to widely used sequential system tools, obtaining 7.1× speedup on the same system.

I. INTRODUCTION

One reason that automatic parallelization is still an open research problem, despite decades of research and impressive recent performance demonstrations [1]–[16], is that developers extract parallelism in different ways to compilers. Often developers can take advantage of their knowledge of a program’s semantics to understand the transformations that can be legally applied, given the application’s domain. These may result in minor differences in the program’s output or subtly different techniques to perform the same algorithm. In effect, there exists a semantic gap between how the developer extracts parallelism and what a compiler can achieve that limits the performance of automatic parallelization. Because of this, several programming language extensions have been proposed to close this semantic gap, but they only have been evaluated in isolation, leaving uncertainty about their relative contribution. Moreover, no study has shown that compilers can actually generate the same manually parallelized code when these language extensions are used for irregular programs.

To shed light on this open problem, we have studied sequential and parallel versions of a range of applications written in C and C++ to determine how much parallelism compilers and developers are able to extract. To this end, we measure both manually defined and automatically generated thread-level parallelism (TLP) through both limit studies and measurements in a real system. Both studies show that for some applications, this gap is significant, severely hindering the speedups achievable through automatic parallelization. We show that this gap is composed of four common techniques in our workloads, termed the semantic-gap components, that developers use to incorporate semantic knowledge into their applications when parallelizing. We explore how each component contributes to the difference between automatic and manual parallelization at the limit by modeling an idealized multicore system. Our results show that, at the extreme, closing the semantic gap converts a 2× speedup into a 3,463× speedup and that often developers need to consider two or more semantic-gap components to realize the majority of the speedups available.

We then bridge the semantic gap by augmenting our applications with programming-language extensions, all previously proposed for other scenarios. Doing so allows us to empirically measure the impact of these extensions for unblocking parallelism within an automatic parallelizing compiler, achieving an average speedup of 12.6× on an Intel-based 28-core machine matching the speedup obtained by the manually parallelized code. We then consider a range of system tools, which are a compelling use-case for our extensions, being codes that are widely available, have existed for many years, and yet remain sequential. Closing the semantic gap through the same extensions brings an average speedup of 7.1× on the same system.

In summary, this paper makes the following research contributions.
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Fig. 1: Parallelizing compilers split sequential code into SCCs. The function work(p) produces an internal data dependence on itself. Two SCCs are identified in this example using the program dependence graph (PDG) made up of the control dependence graph (CDG) and data dependence graph (DDG). We evaluate DSWP and DoAcross by using SCCs as an unbreakable unit.

II. MODELING METHODOLOGY

To understand why the TLP that developers currently extract manually is not within the reach of automatic parallelizing compilers, this paper measures both manually parallelized code as well as the largest amount of parallelism that can be extracted automatically. The former can be achieved using similar techniques to those in the literature [17]. The latter, instead, requires modeling because many parallelizing compilers have been proposed for automatically extracting TLP from a sequentially designed codebase. To model their limit, we focus on their common feature, which splitting sequential code into strongly-connected components (SCCs) [3], [5], [18] within the program dependence graph (PDG) [19]. Therefore, we model the parallelism extracted by parallelizing compilers by using SCCs of the original code as units of execution. This measures the TLP limit of both cyclic multithreading (CMT) (e.g., DoAcross [20], HELIX [3]) and pipeline multithreading (PMT) (e.g., DSWP [5], PS-DSWP [8]).

The observation that the code generated by parallelizing compilers can be modeled using SCCs sets this analysis apart from prior TLP and instruction level parallelism (ILP) analyses. We call our evaluation an SCC analysis. A TLP analysis measures the amount of coarse-grained parallelism expressed in the code and an ILP analysis measures the amount of fine-grained parallelism extractable from a sequential execution, whereas an SCC analysis, introduced in this paper, measures the amount of coarse-grained parallelism extractable from a sequential execution.

A. Using SCCs as a Unit of Parallelism

To understand how compilers extract parallelism, we use an example of sequentially-designed code, shown in figure 1. The original C-like code is shown figure 1(a) as a control-flow graph (CFG), split into basic blocks. This is a linked-list traversal, where each iteration processes one element of the list, pointed to by p. Figure 1(b) shows the PDG of this program using the basic blocks as vertices, made up from the control dependence graph (CDG) on the left and data dependence graph (DDG) on the right, conservatively generated by LLVM’s alias analysis. Two SCCs are created from this graph, as shown. The first (in blue) is due to the control dependence that the bottom vertex has on the top (since the while(p) vertex determines whether p = p->next gets executed), combined with the data dependence the top vertex has on the bottom, through the p variable. The second (in orange) is due to the compiler identifying an internal data dependence within the work function, meaning it has a data dependence with itself.

We can classify parallelizing compilers to a first approximation according to how SCCs are scheduled between cores. CMT techniques schedule invocations of an SCC across cores (figure 1(c)). PMT techniques schedule them within the same core and schedule different SCCs on different cores (figure 1(d)). While these techniques are fundamentally different, their commonality is that all invocations of a single SCC are executed sequentially (within or across cores). Hence, we can measure the limit of all parallelization techniques by using an SCC as an unbreakable unit of parallelism.

B. SCC Limit Study

The performance of the code generated by parallelizing compilers is limited by the SCCs identified at compile-time. The conservativeness of dependence analysis (e.g., alias analysis) means some SCCs identified at compile time are unnecessary. For example, SCC2 in figure 1(b) is unnecessary when all elements of the list are unique because there is no internal data dependence in the work() function. Hence, state-of-the-art parallelizing compilers rely on speculative execution to overcome this limitation.

To model these latest compilers and at the same time make our analysis independent of the accuracy of a given dependence analysis, we identify SCCs based only on dynamic data dependences. To this end, we built a tool called oracle-extractor, which automatically computes the oracle information for data dependences that occur at run-time for a given input. We use these oracles to identify the minimum set of data dependences that must be satisfied to preserve the original program semantics. Oracle-extractor outputs these dependences as a dependence graph, which we call minDDG, which represents the best possible output of a data dependence analysis (i.e., only true dependences). Therefore, minDDG enables us to empirically measure the highest amount of parallelism that any compiler could extract starting from the sequentially-designed code. We use the SCCs found in minDDG to compute our SCC analyses.
We rely on minDDG to understand the difference between code generated by developers and parallelizing compilers, the semantic gap. Another gap that has been studied in the past to understand how to evolve programming languages is the analysis gap [21], [22]. This refers to the complexity of identifying a code property automatically (e.g., pointer aliasing) and it does not compare sequential and parallel programming. Hence, it cannot be used to answer our research question, so we focus on the semantic gap to compare the limits of parallelizing compilers with parallel programming.

C. Measuring the Parallelism

We designed a tool called parallelism-measurer to measure both SCC and TLP limits. The former is performed by constraining all invocations of a given SCC to run sequentially. Instructions that do not belong to any SCC are modeled in the same way ILP and TLP limit studies [17] model all instructions: using a data-flow model constrained by dynamic data dependences. Finally, the execution between different SCCs and instructions that do not belong to any SCC is emulated using the same data-flow model: only data dependences identified at run-time serialize them.

Parallelism-measurer models the TLP limit of the manually-parallelized version of a benchmark. To do so, we have manually defined the DDG by studying the parallelization performed by developers of the target benchmark. We call it manualDDG and we use it as input to parallelism-measurer when we emulate the parallelized version of the code.

D. Instrumentation Framework

Both of our tools are built on a modeling framework we designed around the LLVM IR. Our framework first compiles an application’s source files to LLVM bitcode and combines them into a single monolithic bitcode file. We then perform function inlining so as to mimic the optimizations that an automatic parallelizing compiler would perform to provide more opportunities for transformation and optimize at level O3. From here we add instrumentation code and compile down to a native binary.

We developed an LLVM pass to insert instrumentation callbacks at key points in the code. IR instructions are stored alongside the binary in segments according to the callback points. We also create a mapping between the two, so that we can consult the IR whenever a callback is triggered. The callbacks are compiled down to machine code along with the rest of the program. When running the application, these statically-determined instrumentation points enable a runtime handler to examine the execution state of the application to gather profile information about instructions and data, and model different forms of execution.

The instrumentation points allow us to selectively track the data and control flows that we are concerned with. To profile the application and model parallelism, we instrument: (i) Loop boundaries, adding callbacks at the start of a new loop invocation, the end of a loop invocation, and the start of each loop iteration. This means that during execution we can track exactly which loop nest any dynamic instruction is currently within; (ii) Memory accesses, adding callbacks to track data dependences through memory. Dependences through LLVM SSA names can be tracked statically; (iii) Library function calls, placing callbacks beforehand so as to correctly handle data dependences when they are invoked.

III. Semantic Gap

To understand why parallelizing compilers cannot extract the same amount of TLP as a programmer, we consider workloads from PARSEC [23] using simlarge inputs.

We studied their hot loops, in particular the way in which they have been parallelized manually by developers. Comparing that parallelism with the TLP extracted by compilers in an ideal situation (when relying on perfect run-time knowledge of dependences between instructions) allows us to understand how the TLP expressed by developers can be brought within a compiler’s reach. We then identified the required semantic concepts to bridge this gap and previously proposed programming-language extensions to achieve this. We only consider a subset of applications from PARSEC as our tool-chain cannot compile all benchmarks (for more details, see section IV-A).

A. Automatic versus Manual Parallelization

We performed a limit study to measure the difference between manual and automatic TLP extraction. To this end, we emulated an ideal machine with an infinite number of cores, no core-to-core communication latency, and infinite inter-core bandwidth. Section V relaxes these assumptions.

Figure 2 shows that only a fraction of the manually defined parallelism can be extracted automatically by compilers using the simlarge inputs to PARSEC, to keep emulation times manageable. Here, for ManualPar we used the manually parallelized version of each PARSEC benchmark; for AutoPar we either used the existing sequential versions (if present) or we compiled using a thread count of 1 to create a sequential version ourselves. Benchmarks such as blackscholes and swaptions represent the ideal case for compilers: they contain highly parallel loops where all of their iterations are independent of each other. However, for other applications there are clear differences. At the extreme, dedup has a speedup of 3,463× for the manually parallelized application, but only 2× using automatic parallelization.

![Fig. 2: Speedups of PARSEC benchmarks when performing automatic and manual parallelization (log-scale y axis).](image-url)
has the lowest speedup for manual parallelization of just $7.2 \times$. This is partly due to the use of the simlarge inputs, with speedup rising to $24 \times$ with the larger, native inputs. However, it is still smaller than for other workloads stemming from unbalanced loop iterations due to its recursive tree traversals that are the core of the application.

These results show that although there is bountiful performance available in many of these workloads, automatic parallelization is unable to take advantage of it. Since data dependences place a limit on the parallelism available, these results show that the developers have managed to break certain dependences, yet the compiler is unable to replicate this. To understand why, we performed an in-depth study on these PARSEC benchmarks to identify situations where the developers have taken advantage of semantic knowledge about the application or algorithm to transform the code. Current compilers would never be able to apply these techniques, since the dependences are real. We call these techniques the semantic-gap components between the compiler’s and programmer’s understanding of the program and describe each one in the following section. As figure 2 shows there is no semantic gap in blackscholes and swaptions, we do not analyze them further. Although that only leaves five benchmarks to analyze, section V demonstrates that these are sufficient to capture the semantic-gap components across a wide range of workloads.

B. Semantic Gap Breakdown

We discuss each semantic-gap component individually, illustrating them through code examples taken from our workloads and describing how they can be closed through previously proposed programming-language extensions.

1) Algorithmic Options: canneal, dedup

This component encompasses techniques that programmers use to extract parallelism by exploiting their knowledge of how the application works. In essence, this means that they break data dependences in a manner that preserves the overall intent of the algorithm while possibly sacrificing accuracy.

Figure 3 shows the algorithmic options semantic gaps for dedup and canneal. In canneal (figure 3(a)) the loop at line 68 repeatedly selects an element at random, evaluates it against an existing element, and potentially swaps them. Therefore each iteration depends on the previous, since one of the elements remains the same between consecutive iterations. This creates an SCC that limits the parallelism of any automatic parallelizing compiler. In the parallel version, instead, this dependence is broken to avoid the related SCC: each thread starts with different random elements. Only the programmer knows that the algorithm does not depend on the preservation of this dependence because this information is not encoded in the source code. In fact, this dependence (and SCC), due to the reuse of an element, is an optimization added by the developer to improve cache behavior.

In dedup (figure 3(b)) input is split into variable-sized chunks based on Rabin fingerprints [24]. In the sequential version, input is read into a large buffer and chunks identified starting at its first byte, with each subsequent chunk starting at the byte following the previous. If the end of the buffer is reached without finding a fingerprint, unallocated data is moved to the start of the buffer and more input is read. Fingerprinting then restarts from the beginning of the buffer. This process causes a cross-iteration dependence, and therefore an SCC, in the loop that splits the input into chunks. Unfortunately, this SCC sequentializes the chunking.

The parallel version, however, avoids this SCC by breaking the related loop-carried dependence. This alters the output of the program but still creating a valid compressed file. Here the input is first split into coarse-grained fragments by searching for a fingerprint at a fixed offset (ANCHOR_JUMP) from the start of the input buffer. Each large fragment is passed to a different thread for chunking in the same manner as the sequential version of the program. Even though a fingerprint may not be found at the end of each fragment, the remaining
Programmers often duplicate intermediate data structures to privatize the writes to them, allowing threads to run without synchronization. Knowing when this transformation is safe to apply and how to perform a deep copy of an object is something that existing compilers cannot infer. Data-structure duplication captures this semantic-gap component, whereby read-after-write dependences are broken without affecting the underlying algorithm.

Figure 5(a), for canneal, each thread executes the Run function and creates its own local copy of a pseudo random number generator (PRVG) (an Rng object). This PRVG contains a cross-iteration read-after-write dependence when it is used in a later loop, because it calculates the next random number as a function of the previous. The programmer breaks this dependence by duplicating and privatizing the object in each thread. The PRVG duplicate is generated by resetting its seed. This is a safe operation only because of the randomness of the implemented algorithm.

Freqmine (figure 5(b)) creates thread-local copies of structures used for memory management (local_fp_tree_buf and local_fp_buf), as well as those used when performing tree traversal during data mining (i.e., local_list and...
void annealer_thread::run()
{
  ...
  Rng rng; //store of randomness
  ...
}

(a) canneal (annealer_thread.cpp)

#pragma omp parallel for schedule(dynamic,1)
for(sequence=upperbound - 1; sequence>=lowerbound;
sequence--)
{
  int thread = omp_get_thread_num();
  memory *local_fp_tree_buf = fp_tree_buf[thread];
  memory *local_fp_buf = fp_buf[thread];
  stack *local_list = list[thread];
  int *local_ITlen = ITlen[thread];
  ...
}

(b) freqmine (fp_tree.cpp)

class Rng : public Duplicable {
  public:
    Rng duplicate () override {
      auto newCopy = new Rng(time(NULL));
      return newCopy;
    }
    ...
}

(c) Programming-language extension used in canneal

Fig. 5: Data-structure duplication.

local_ITlen). For the memory-management structures, the read-after-write dependence occurs due to keeping track of free memory objects, which is obviously unnecessary in support structures such as these. The other two objects have read-after-write dependences due to increasing and decreasing the pointer to the top of the stack. This dependence must exist within a thread, but not across threads, which perform independent traversals of a tree, beginning from the same starting point.

Programming-language extension: We create a new interface understood by compilers called Duplicable. Objects that implement this interface must implement duplicate(), which performs a class-specific deep copy of an object. The modified code for canneal is shown in figure 5(c).

Compilers can use the static type of objects to check which implement the Duplicate interface. Then, a compiler can duplicate objects (one per thread) by invoking code at compile-time to invoke the duplicate() method at runtime whenever it is safe to do so. Compilers can prove this transformation is safe by analyzing the PDG at compile time: an object used within a loop body that is always written in a given iteration before it is read within the same iteration can be safely duplicated across the generated threads. This test is sufficient to recognize this opportunity for all benchmarks considered by this paper.

127 do {
128   val = Get();
129 } while(!atomic_cmpset_ptr((ATOMIC_TYPE *)&p,
130   (ATOMIC_TYPE)val, (ATOMIC_TYPE)x));

(a) canneal (AtomicPtr.h)

pthread_mutex_t *ht_lock = hashtable_getlock(cache,
148   (void *)(chunk->sha1));
149 pthread_mutex_lock(ht_lock);
...
150 }

(b) dedup (encoder.c)

Fig. 6: Commutative dependences.

4) Commutative Dependences: canneal, dedup, fluidanimate, freqmine

Programs often contain dependent operations that can be applied in any order while preserving program semantics. In other words, the operations are commutative and their relative execution order is not important.

Figure 6 shows the commutative dependences semantic-gap components we found in canneal, dedup, fluidanimate, and freqmine. In each, critical sections are defined that allow only one thread at a time to complete the enclosed operation. This
provides atomic update of state, to avoid data corruption, but commutativity of the operations since there is no ordering defined on thread access to the critical sections.

In canneal (figure 6(a)) two elements are swapped when profitable using an atomic operation to avoid data corruption. The algorithm is designed to allow multiple threads to swap the same elements multiple times. Dedup inserts chunks of data to compress into a global hash table (figure 6(b)), where ordering within the hash table is unimportant. In fluidanimate, in figure 6(c), particles that are close enough in the simulated 3D space influence each other’s position and velocity, which is a symmetric operation, making the order in which they are accessed unimportant. Finally, in freqmine, after performing mining for each item, the algorithm frees auxiliary data structures (figure 6(d)), also able to be performed in any order.

The semantic-gap component of reassociation is similar to commutativity, but differs in that it applies to a particular instance of a variable, whereas the commutative-dependencies semantic-gap component applies to a region of code that can be executed in any order.

Programming-language extension: This is closed by the attribute commutative attached to single-entry-single-exit code regions (SESE) [26] (e.g., functions, loops) [25]. Compilers can use this information in the same way that has been previously proposed [25] but generalizing its applicability to all SESE code regions rather than only functions. For example, figure 6(e) shows the modified code of freqmine using this programming language extension to close its semantic gap.

C. Compiler Extension

The programming language extensions described alongside each of the semantic-gap components are used by parallelizing compilers either to remove or to annotate dependences in the program’s PDG. Figure 7 shows the algorithm to implement in a parallelizing compiler to modify a PDG. The function modifyCodeAndGeneratePDG is invoked when a parallelizing compiler’s IR is generated and before the SCCs of the PDG are computed. This function takes the whole program IR and it modifies the code to generate a PDG without the dependences that can be removed and with the annotations to the remaining dependences.

For example, let us consider the loop-carried data dependence from dedup created by reading the input buffer sequentially across loop iterations (figure 3(b)). This dependence has distance 1 (i.e., the dependence is between adjacent loop iterations), which sequentializes all instances of the related SCC. When this dependence is considered by the algorithm, it checks whether it can be removed (line 4). Because this dependence cannot be removed, the algorithm tries to annotate this dependence by altering the code (line 6). Given the algorithmic-option extension (figure 3(c)), the compiler is free to choose an alternative chunk size, increasing the dependence distance, and enabling some iterations of the dedup loop to be run in parallel. This is a degree of freedom that the compiler now controls and it is used to generate the same TLP as developers have described manually in dedup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PDG modifyCodeAndGeneratePDG(Code program)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>pdg = generatePDG()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>for (auto dep : pdg-&gt;edges())</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>if (alterCodeToRemoveDep(program, pdg, dep))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>continue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>annotateDependence(program, pdg, dep)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>return pdg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7: Algorithm to modify the PDG by using the proposed programming-language extensions.

IV. LIMIT STUDY

Next we empirically evaluate the performance implications of the four semantic-gap components.

A. Experimental Setup

Platform: Oracle-extractor and parallelism-measurer are built on LLVM 3.7.1 [27]. Our evaluations were performed using a dual socket Dell PowerEdge R730 server with two Intel Xeon E5-2695 v3 Haswell processors running at 2.3GHz and capable of 9.60GT/s on the QPI interface. Each processor has 14 cores with 2-way hyperthreading, and a 35MB of last-level cache. The cores are supported by 256GB of main memory in 16 dual rank RDIMMs at 2133MHz. Finally, the OS is Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.7.

Benchmarks: We evaluated the applications included in the latest PARSEC benchmark suite, version 3.0, representing a wide range of modern workloads. We chose PARSEC because each benchmark has been implemented twice: sequentially and manually parallelized, targeting multicore architectures. Unfortunately, we could not consider vips and bodytrack because they did not compile using the vanilla clang compiler and the binary generated by clang for ferret produced incorrect outputs. Moreover, we could not generate a single whole-program bitcode file for facessim, raytracer, or x264; therefore, we could not analyze them with our tools. Unless otherwise stated, simlarge inputs were used, although section IV-D shows that these are big enough for limit studies.

Measuring the impact of a semantic-gap component: We model the impact of programming language extensions to measure the importance of each semantic-gap component by manually identifying the SCCs included in minDDG (section II) that have been affected by it. To do so, we compare SCCs of minDDG with the manually parallelized code (e.g., its critical sections) then tag them with the list of semantic-gap components used for their counterparts in the manually parallelized code. Parallelism-measurer parses these SCC tags and emulates the parallelism model we found in the manually parallelized version of the benchmark. For example, consider freqmine, shown in figure 6(d). The minDDG generated by oracle-extractor contains an SCC between the code in lines 1259–1262. The code generated by any parallelizing compiler will preserve the execution order of the identified SCC, but the manually parallelized version of the benchmark does not.
Therefore we tagged this SCC as a commutativity semantic-gap component. Parallelism-measurer parses this tag and emulates the parallel execution of the related code without preserving the execution order between the invocations of this tagged SCC. We use this solution to turn on and off each semantic-gap component.

Permutations of semantic-gap components: We need to consider all possible permutations of semantic-gap components to understand the importance of a given component. This is because the impact of closing a given semantic-gap component with a programming-language extension depends on the baseline code we start from (i.e., which other semantic-gap components have been closed already before the current one). Our empirical evaluations found that this is important in most of the benchmarks we studied.

B. Semantic-Gap Breakdown

Most parallelism expressed by developers is out of reach for compilers. Figure 8 shows the obtained speedups relative to the manually parallelized version of the code for whole-program execution, but only running loops parallelized manually by developers in parallel. Closing the algorithmic options component (i.e., A) is necessary for dedup: not closing it will block the adoption of parallelizing compilers for this workload. Similarly, closing the data structure duplication component (i.e., D) is necessary for canneal. Notice that for this benchmark closing A alone is not enough. Furthermore, closing the reassociation component (i.e., R) makes automatic parallelization of streamcluster possible even if a need for it is not as pronounced as for the other components. Finally, notice that for canneal A and D work well together, but show little impact when closed alone.

C. Sensitivity Analysis

Multicores are used in different domains, from low-end (mobiles and laptops with 8–16 cores) to high-end (HPC with thousands of cores across nodes) domains. Moreover, different architectures (Intel, ARM, IBM Power chips with or without scalar operand networks [28]) and system configurations (single-node single-socket, single-node multi-socket, multi-node multi-socket) have significantly different latencies to communicate between cores. To study how the impact of the semantic gap changes through this heterogeneous computing spectrum, we extend our analysis, sweeping the number of cores and inter-core latencies.

Inter-core latency: To understand how the impact of the semantic gap changes with the inter-core latency, we performed a sensitivity analysis while keeping an unbounded number of cores. Figure 9 shows this analysis. We considered four situations with related inter-core latencies: 1,000 cycles for emulating inter-server parallelization, 100 cycles for multi-core parallelization within the same commodity CPU, 10 cycles for multi-core parallelization in specialized architectures with scalar operand networks (e.g., TRIPS [29], HELIX-RC [1]), and 0 cycles to measure the limits.

Some benchmarks (e.g., canneal and streamcluster) lose all of the automatic parallelization benefits when the inter-core latency is 1,000 cycles. However, they tolerate high latencies when the whole semantic gap is closed. Closing the semantic gap reduces inter-core communication, making it so infrequent that these benchmarks become latency insensitive. The only benchmark that remains sensitive to latency when the semantic gap is closed is dedup, where threads require frequent communication even when manually parallelized.

Closing the semantic gap becomes even more essential when today’s inter-core latencies are assumed. Streamcluster is the empirical evidence of this. For this benchmark, AutoPar is close to ManualPar when 0 latency is assumed (see figures 8 and 9(f)). However, when the latency increases, AutoPar degrades dramatically leading to single digit speedups for today’s commodity multicore latencies.
Number of cores: Figure 10 shows how the semantic gap changes with the number of cores. We considered six situations: 2 cores to model mobile phones, 16 cores for single socket servers, 64 cores to model four socket servers, 256 and 2,048 cores for small and large clusters, and an infinite number of cores to measure the parallelization limits. The semantic gap constrains parallelizing compilers to target only low-end devices (e.g., a couple of cores) for most benchmarks. This highlights the importance of closing the semantic gap to go beyond a few cores for automatic parallelization. Benchmarks canneal, fluidanimate, dedup, and freqmine highlight this constraint. On the other hand, streamcluster shows important scalability even without closing the semantic gap. However, as previously mentioned (see figure 9), this benchmark still requires the semantic gap to be closed to handle typical inter-core latencies.

D. Altering Input Size

To ensure that the parallelism analyses shown in this paper are independent with the input size, we computed the performance limits of our benchmarks for much larger inputs than those used in previous sections. (Native inputs require between 130× and 3,000× more instructions than simlarge.) Figure 11 shows that the performance limits of both AutoPar and ManualPar remain almost identical when the input size increases significantly.

V. REAL-SYSTEM EXPERIMENTS

This section evaluates the performance obtained when using the programming-language extensions described in section III, running on a real multicore machine, described in section IV-A.

1) The extended HELIX parallelizing compiler: We extended the HELIX parallelization [3] to measure the impact of the programming language extensions from section III to parallelizing compilers. First, we replaced the program dependence analysis with the use of minDDG (only true data dependences, see section II-B). This was necessary because applying a parallelization technique automatically requires closing the analysis gap (section II-B), which is outside the scope of this paper. Second, we rely on the algorithm in figure 7 to modify the PDG generated from minDDG.

We applied the extended HELIX to the original codebase modified using the programming language extensions shown in section III. The extended HELIX parallelization generates OpenMP code, which is then compiled with the original clang (version 7) compiler.

2) PARSEC benchmarks: We applied the extended HELIX to the modified PARSEC benchmarks to generate two parallel binaries. The first one is generated by constraining the parallelizing compiler to consider parallelizing only the loops that have been manually parallelized by the PARSEC developers. We call it AutoCloseGap. We use the AutoCloseGap binary to compare the parallelism generated by parallelizing compilers and the one defined by developers. The second binary, instead, is generated by allowing the parallelizing compiler to consider parallelizing all loops of the original codebase. We call it AutoWholeProg. Here we used the programming-language extensions only for the loops that the developers had already parallelized (as in AutoCloseGap), but then additionally allowed our parallelizing compiler to parallelize other loops (but without use of programming-language extensions). This binary highlights the true value of enabling a parallelizing compiler to define parallelism instead of requiring a developer to do it: parallelizing compilers can parallelize all loops if
beneficial, developers cannot do it due to strict development-time constraints.

Parallelizing compilers can generate an equivalent amount of parallelism that developers define manually today. Figure 12 shows that the speedups obtained by AutoCloseGap and ManualPar are similar, almost identical. This is because closing the semantic gap allowed the automatic generation of the parallelism defined by developers. The differences come from the way parallelism is extracted. For example, for streamcluster, AutoCloseGap obtains a speedup of 10.1× compared to 11.2× for ManualPar. In every loop invocation in AutoCloseGap, the code wakes up the threads used in the OpenMP parallel loop, which requires a kernel call. However, in ManualPar, threads are always awake, so this overhead does not exist. In fact, this overhead is not inherent in the techniques we have described for closing the semantic gap, just in the way we have transformed the serial code to extract parallelism for AutoCloseGap. In particular, it is due to the choice of generating OpenMP code rather than generating threads that stay awake. The OpenMP runtime does not keep threads awake between parallelized loops and, therefore, AutoCloseGap pays extra overhead.

Closing the gap for parallelizing compilers enables the generation of more scalable parallel code than the one defined manually by developers. Figure 12 shows that the speedups obtained by AutoWholeProg (12.6× average) are significantly higher than ManualPar (10.9×). There are two reasons for this. First, ManualPar includes several loops that are kept sequential; AutoWholeProg does not. Second, ManualPar includes many loops that are executed sequentially within a single thread reducing the amount of nested parallelism; AutoWholeProg does not.

3) System tools codebase: This paper identified semantic-gap components only in five benchmarks, but these findings generalize across a wide range of applications. To demonstrate this, we applied the extended HELIX to the codebase of several frequently used system tools from the Linux/Unix environment, yielding an additional 16 workloads. These codebases have been sequentially designed and developed decades ago. They run sequentially despite their daily use in most systems and despite us having been in the multicore era for more than a decade. This suggests that it is unlikely that system tools will be redesigned only to use the many cores we now have in a single chip. Rather, it is more realistic to add only a few lines of code to the original codebase and then rely on an automatic parallelizing compiler to extract the necessary TLP. This is what we have done. We have modified recent stable versions of the programs shown in figure 13 to use the programming language extensions from section III. Finally, we applied the extended HELIX to generate their parallel binaries. We chose custom inputs for each application to ensure an execution time of at least five minutes for the sequential baseline.

Programming-language extensions of section III are necessary to enable parallelizing compilers to extract significant TLP from many system tools most of us use daily. Figure 13 shows the performance obtained on our platform by the parallel binaries generated with (AutoWholeProg, 7.1×) and without (AutoPar, 1.2×) the programming-language extensions. These language extensions are necessary to parallelize the considered programs, and each extension was used at least once across all system tools. We only added a few tens of lines of code for each of these programs, which include those containing several thousand to over sixty thousand lines of code in their original codebase (maximum 60,384 in gawk — GNU AWK version 4.2.1), typically taking around 30 minutes for each application.

Although we used all programming-language extensions across the suite of tools, they were not all equally useful for each workload. For example, closing the algorithmic options semantic-gap component yielded 71% of the total performance improvement in sort, but could not be applied to cat, cp, grep, or sum. Closing the data duplication semantic-gap component resulted in 90% of the performance improvements for grep, the final 10% coming from identifying commutative dependences. For this application, only two semantic-gap components needed to be closed, whereas for programs such as chmod, chgrp, and chown, all four semantic-gap components needed to be closed to achieve maximum performance.

VI. RELATED WORK

From the beginning of the multi-core era, the research community has discussed the role of compilers for TLP extraction, a debate still ongoing [30]. This paper studied the limits of compilers to highlight the semantic gap between what developers exploit to parallelize their code manually and what can be encoded and extracted from sequential codebases from compilers. To the best of our knowledge, only the commutative-dependences semantic-gap component has been exploited by existing work in the literature [25], [31], [32].

Multi-threaded programming is still a great challenge for most developers. Although being widely used, Pthread [33] makes programmers spend significant effort on organizing the flow-of-threads. To ease the burden of accurate thread configuration, models, such as OpenMP [34], MPI [35], TBB [36], Cilk [37], Cilk++ [38], have been proposed. Some emphasize synchronization and others loop-level task construction. Other approaches like CUDA [39] and OpenCL [40] emphasize novel hardware interfaces, whereas Prabhu et al. [32] propose language constructs for speculation. However, none make parallel programming as simple as serial programming.

Automatic TLP extraction from sequential programs has a rich history. Some techniques distribute the dynamic invocations of a loop dependence SCC across parallel processing units (e.g., cores, servers) [1], [3], [4], [20], [41]–[47]. Other techniques keep all invocations of a single SCC within the same processing unit and distribute different SCCs across units (e.g., cores) [5], [6], [8], [18], [48], [49]. In all of these approaches, parallelism is limited by the SCCs extracted from the dependence graph. This paper studies the limits of an SCC-based approach to highlight the limitations that
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Fig. 13: Performance obtained by closing the semantic gap in systems tools on a 28-core machine.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Using a novel SCC analysis, based on measuring the amount of coarse-grained parallelism that is extractable from a sequential execution, we have identified four techniques that developers use to break data dependencies when manually parallelizing their applications, using semantic knowledge. We take advantage of previously proposed, simple programming language extensions to convey this information to a compiler, allowing automatic parallelization to surpass the performance of manual parallelization. Our work shines a light on the limitations of today’s parallelizing compilers and points firmly towards further research into programming language design to capture program semantics for the benefit of tomorrow’s tools.
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